
Comment for planning application 22/03064/OUT
Application Number 22/03064/OUT

Location Land Opposite Hanwell Fields Recreation Adj To Dukes Meadow Drive Banbury

Proposal Outline planning application for up to 176 dwellings and associated open space with all
matters reserved other than access

Case Officer David Lowin  
 

Organisation
Name Alison Kenward

Address 3 Park Close,Hanwell,Banbury,OX17 1JT

Type of Comment  Objection

Type neighbour

Comments Hanwell is a beautiful village with a unique identity. It is home to a community who value 
village way of life, it is home to some valuable agricultural land that shapes the fabric of the 
seasons in Hanwell. Our seasons are marked by our Church and our community hall where 
the village committee work very hard to support all who live in the village to connect with 
our village Identity and way of life. I feel strongly that extra housing is going to destroy this 
way of life. It's not about being unwelcoming because Hanfest is popular and welcomes 
people for miles around it's about being aware that we're we to be part of Banbury our 
village Identity will be lost along with our vital farmland, also home to wildlife that calls 
Hanwell home.  
The roads are under strain already, they are in disrepair from the heavy traffic that uses 
Hanwell as a way to avoid the gridlock in town that contributes to the worst pollution in the 
South East. I fear Hanwell would merge into the gridlock with even more traffic from a new 
development and Gullicote lane is just that an old and pretty village path. Strain on public 
services is not limited to roads, GPS and Dentists are under huge presence and I know that 
the Park Lane housing is unsuitable for anyone with school children and no transport. The 
village would not cope with a large additional demand for school runs , a casual drive 
through the village and perhaps a desire to sit and observe the traffic would be difficult 
because there is no where to park! As a disabled person I am fearful that adding more 
households will make the village even more unsafe to cross the road and I am not alone on 
this concern. Please do not destroy Hanwell by crushing it with new developments, without 
the space or clean air to breathe and the utilities provision to create a healthy place to live. 
Cherwell must protect its environment and green spaces for the health of all of its residents 
please! 
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